List of Columbia University Press books available at the El Kitab Bookstore

01 THE WHEEL: INVENTIONS AND REINVENTIONS - RICHARD BULLIET
02 AN ARAB-SYRIAN GENTLEMAN AND WARRIOR IN THE PERIOD OF THE CRUSADES: MEMOIRS OF - HITTI
03 EVOLUTION: WHAT THE FOSSILS SAY AND WHY IT MATTERS - DONALD R. PROthero
04 DEATH OF A DISCIPLINE - GAYATRI CHAKRAVORTY SPIVAK
05 CREATING A LEARNING SOCIETY: A NEW APPROACH TO GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT, AND SOCIAL - JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ
06 THE ENCHANTED CLOCK - KRISTEVA, JULIA
07 OPEN TO REASON - DIAGNE, SOULEYMANE BACHIR
08 LOCAL POLITICS IN JORDAN AND MOROCCO - CLARK, JANINE A.
09 ENERGY KINGDOMS - KRANE, JIM
10 REDUCTIONISM IN ART AND BRAIN SCIENCE - KANDEL, ERIC
11 IN BLACK AND WHITE - TANIZAKI, Jun’ICHIr
12 A GERMAN OFFICER IN OCCUPIED PARIS - J-NGER, ERNST
13 MOLECULAR GASTRONOMY: EXPLORING THE SCIENCE OF FLAVOR - HERve THIS